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Contrastive explanations, crystal balls and the inadmissibility of historical information   
                                                                         Abstract
I argue for the falsity of what I call the "Admissibility of Historical Information Thesis" (AHIT). According to the AHIT propositions that describe past events are always admissible with respect to propositions that describe future events. I first demonstrate that this demand has some counter-intuitive implications and then argue that the source of the counter-intuitiveness is a wrong understanding of the concept of chance. I also discuss the relation between the failure of the AHIT and the existence of contrastive explanations for chancy events (which David Lewis denied).   
Introduction
Suppose you know the chance of some event, E, and suppose this chance is very low. Then E occurs. Intuitively, this calls for an explanation. What intuitively calls for an explanation is not that E occurred. Rather it is that E occurred rather than “not E” (as “not E” had a greater chance of occurring). David Lewis famously argued that there can be no such explanation. There might be an explanation for E, but there is no contrastive explanation for “E rather than ‘not E’”. There is – argued Lewis – no reason for the outcome of a chancy event to turn out one way rather than another “for is it not the very essence of chance that one thing may happens rather than another for no reason whatsoever?” (Lewis 1986, p.175)​[1]​
At the macro-level, however, we often do give contrastive explanations for events that we also plausibly take to be chancy. For example, that I won the backgammon game I played yesterday rather than my opponent is explained by the fact that I am a much more experienced player (or by the fact that he was not paying full attention to the game, or by the fact that I was very determined to win so I spent a lot of time thinking before each move etc.). This is true, even though there was (up to the last turn of the game) a non-trivial chance that I will lose. 
There were several (quite successful) attempts in the literature to give an account for such contrastive explanations that will be compatible with Lewis’ claim regarding “the essence of chance”. Here, however, I want to argue against Lewis’ claim that it is the essence of chance that “one thing may happen rather than another for no reason whatsoever”. 
Notice that Lewis referred to “reasons” rather than to “causes”. This is no accident. Reasons (unlike causes) justify beliefs. To say that there is no reason that A occurred rather than not A is to say that there is nothing that can justify a belief that A will occur rather than not A, over and above the fact that there was some chance that A rather than not A will occur.
Moving from full beliefs to partial beliefs, to say that there is no reason that A occurred rather than not A is to say that there is no propositions, E, such that one’s degree of belief in A conditional on the proposition that says that the chance of A is x and E should be higher than one’s degree of belief in A conditional on the proposition that says that the chance of A is x.  If there is such a proposition then this proposition is a reason that A rather than not A will occur over and above the fact that there is some positive chance that A rather than not A will occur.
Although in his discussion of explanations of chancy events, Lewis does not explicitly commit himself to such a formulation, his choice of words clearly hints that this is what he had in mind, as the condition mentioned in the previous paragraph is a condition Lewis does explicitly discuss and endorse elsewhere (in Lewis 1980).
As it is, the condition is false and Lewis was well aware of that. A itself, for example, is a reason for the occurrence of A rather than not A. Lewis called propositions that describe such reasons, propositions that give information about the outcomes of chancy events over and above the information one gets by learning the chance of these events, inadmissible propositions.   
Lewis was well aware that there are inadmissible propositions, but he believed many propositions are admissible. I take it that what Lewis really wanted to say in his discussion of contrastive explanations is the following: there is no propositions, E which is only about events prior to some time, t, before the occurrence of A, such that one’s degree of belief in A conditional on the proposition that says that the chance of A, at t, is x and E should be higher than one’s degree of belief in A conditional on the proposition that says that the chance of A at t is x. In other words, Lewis wanted to say that there is no historical reason that A will occur rather than not A.  
Lewis was explicitly committed to this latter claim. However, I will argue here, he was wrong. Past events can give us information about the occurrence of chancy future events, over and above the information we get by learning the chance of these future events. In the literature such propositions are sometimes called “crystal balls” (see for example Hall 1994). Although the term is catchy and successfully captures one aspect of the role they play – if they exist – in our systems of beliefs, it misses another important role. Balls made of crystal that show future events are very good in predicting these events, but they do not supply us (or the magicians that use them) explanations for the events they show.
Inadmissible propositions that describe past events, on the contrary, often do give us information about the future through the explanations they provide to future events (in case they will occur), or so I will argue. If this is so, then contrastive explanations are possible: a proposition E can serve as a contrastive explanation for another proposition, A, if E is inadmissible to A and is about events prior to the event described by A. 
The rest of the paper will be organized in the following way. In sections 1 I will discuss Lewis’ Principal Principle (PP) and the role the concept of admissibility plays in it. The discussion, I believe, will touch upon several issues that have not been properly dealt with in the literature. In section 2 I will discuss the claim that historical information is always admissible (call this claim the “Admissibility of Historical Information Thesis” or the AHIT). The main point of this section will be that the motivation for accepting the AHIT is that it enables the PP to perform the role it is supposed to play, i.e. to characterize the conceptual role of chance. 
In section 3 I will argue that there are cases in which the AHIT does not intuitively play this role as it is inconsistent with another intuitive principle. In section 4 I will argue that Lewis’ own theory of chance (which is designed to explain the PP) does not only allow but also predicts the failure of the AHIT. In section 5 I will use the conclusions of the first four sections in order to defend Callender and Cohen (2010) and Hoefer (2007) from a recent criticism by Christopher Meacham (forthcoming).        
The Principal Principle and the concept of admissibility
David Lewis was not the first to introduce the idea that a rational agent’s degree of belief in a proposition, A, should be constrained by his beliefs regarding the chance of A. Long before Lewis published his 1980 paper in which he presented his version of the principle, the idea was well discussed in the literature under different titles (“The Principle of Direct Probability”, “The Principle of Direct Inference”, “Miller’s Principle”, “Probability Coordination”. See Strevens [1999] for an overview).   
Lewis’ formulation of the idea has, however, several significant advantages over the formulations preceding it. One of these advantages is of special importance for the current discussion. In order to appreciate it, it will be instructive to first present what seems to be the most straightforward way to express the idea. Let us call it “the Naive Principle”:
NP (naive principle): “A rational agent’s credence in A, conditional on the proposition “the chance of A is x”, equals x”.
One problem with the NP is as follows. The principle is supposed to be a principle of rationality. It restricts the range of credence functions that a rational agent is permitted to adopt. However, if an agent starts with a rational credence function and then updates his beliefs after gaining new information in a rational way, he should end up holding another rational credence function. This is just part of what makes an updating method rational – that it preserves the rationality of credence distributions. The naive principle, however, is not necessarily preserved under any reasonable updating method, as after learning A the credence a rational agent assigns to A conditional on any other proposition must be 1, not the chance that A is true. Thus, it must be the case that credence distributions that do not obey the NP can be rational, which, in turn, means that the NP is not a principle of rationality.
Partly in order to handle this problem, Lewis introduced a variation of the naive principle that is not vulnerable to the problem just described. Lewis’ first formulation of the principle, which he called “the Principal Principle (PP), is as follows:

Let C be any reasonable initial credence function. Let t be any time. Let x be any real number in the unit interval. Let X be the proposition that the chance, at time t, of A's holding equals x. Let E be any proposition compatible with X that is admissible, at time t. Then C(A|XE) = x. (Lewis 1980, p.266). 

It is easy to see that the PP, unlike the naive principle, is preserved under Bayesian updating on A: it holds also after learning A because any reasonable initial credence function gives credence of 1 to A conditional on any proposition of the form “A and the chance of A is x”. In other words, a proposition is always inadmissible to itself. Is the PP always preserved under Bayesian conditionalization? To see that it is, consider the following inference:
Let c(.) be the agent’s initial probability distribution and let c’(.) be his probability distribution after learning some admissible proposition, E. Assume c(.) obeys  the PP. Then:
c’(A|XE) = c’(A│X) = c’(AX)/c’(X) = c(AX│E)/ c(X│E) = c(A|XE)=  x = c(A|X)
Notice, that in order for the inference to be true no explication of the concept of admissibility is required. In order for Lewis’ attempt to avoid the problem that the NP suffers from to work, it only has to be the case that 

*For every admissible proposition, E, c(A| XE)= c(A│X). 

The plausibility of the PP depends, then, entirely on our willingness to accept - given an explication for “admissibility” - that * keeps on holding after Bayesian conditionalization on an admissible proposition. 
Although * must hold in order for the PP to avoid the problem the NP suffers from, * cannot serve as a definition for admissibility (i.e. it cannot be the case that E is admissible to A iff * holds), as by defining admissibility in such a way it becomes impossible to violate the PP​[2]​. Thus, in order for the PP to have a bite, in order for it to restrict the range of credence functions that a rational agent is permitted to adopt, the concept of admissibility must be defined independently of the PP. 
It is important to understand what exactly * demands, however. Let c’’(.) be the agent’s credence function after learning X. Then:


c’’(A|XE) = c’’(A|E) = c’’(AE)/c’’(E) = c(AE|X)/c(E|X) = c(A|XE) = c(A|X) = c’’(A) 
so

c’’(A|E)  = c’’(A)
In other words, if E is admissible to A, then after learning the chance of A, E and A become probabilistically independent (even if prior to learning the chance of A, E and A were probabilistically dependent). 
Indeed, Lewis understood admissibility exactly in this spirit: 

Admissible propositions are the sort of information whose impact on   credence about outcomes comes entirely by way of credence about the chances of those outcomes. Once the chances are given outright, conditionally or unconditionally, evidence bearing on them no longer matters. (Lewis, 1980, p.272).

The above discussion makes it clear that admissibility is a triadic relation: it is a relation of one proposition, A, to another proposition, B, with respect to a given credence distribution, c(.). A proposition can be admissible to one proposition and inadmissible to another (every proposition, for example, is inadmissible to itself and admissible to any other proposition which is probabilistically independent of it), and a proposition can be admissible to another proposition with respect to one credence distribution, but inadmissible to it with respect to another (for example, if I believe to degree 1 that every time I flip a coin using my left hand, it falls “Heads” , then “I flipped the coin using my left hand” is inadmissible to “the coin falls Heads”, but if I believe this conditional to degree 0, then the admissibility relation between the two propositions does hold).
Which propositions are admissible?
We saw in the previous section that both the power and the plausibility of the PP depend on how much is admissible. Lewis’ informal characterization of admissible propositions (that was quoted above) captures the role the concept plays in rational reasoning. However, it does not help one determine whether a given proposition is admissible.
Lewis did, however, characterized two families of propositions that must be admissible. The first family is that of propositions about the past: At any given point in time, ti, every proposition which is only about events prior to ti, is admissible to any proposition, E, which is about future (relative to ti) events.

The second family is that of conditionals in which the antecedent is a complete description of the world up to some point in time, ti, and the consequent is a proposition that assigns a certain chance to some event, E, at ti (Lewis added one qualification for this characterization, but it should not concern us here). All such propositions, argued Lewis are admissible to E (at all times).
Using these two claims Lewis introduced a second version of the PP and showed that it follows (using his two assumptions) from the first version. Here it is:




While the second version of the PP follows from the original version, it is not clear (without a full characterization of admissibly) whether the two versions are equivalent​[3]​.    
Christopher Meacham (2010) argued that Lewis intended the two versions to be equivalent and suggested to take their equivalence as a criterion for admissibility: He introduced a formal definition for admissibility and proved that this definition is necessary and sufficient for the two versions to be equivalent. 
There is no need for us to discuss Meacham’s condition. Given Meacham’s criterion for admissibility – namely that it must make the two versions of the PP equivalent – his condition is the right one to adopt. The problem is that Meacham adopted the wrong criterion. It is the wrong criterion because it makes the two versions of the PP equivalent. The two versions cannot be equivalent, I will argue in the next section, because while the first version is a principle of rationality, the second is not. 
The problem with the second version to which I will point is its commitment to the claim that past events must be admissible to any future event. Let us call this commitment the Admissibly of Historical Information Thesis (AHIT). Before arguing against the AHIT, it will be instructive to explain the initial motivation for accepting it. 
Lewis does not explicitly discuss his reasons for adopting the AHIT. Moreover, he does explicitly claim (see Lewis 1980 p. 274) that the AHIT is only true “as a rule” and might have rare exceptions. He also claims that it being true “as a rule” is a contingent matter that might be absent in other possible worlds. His reasons for these qualifications of the AHIT are the following. Lewis pointed to the possibility of what was later described by Ned Hall (1994) and others as “crystal balls”, i.e. past events that carry information about the future outcomes of chancy events: 

“if the past contains seers with foreknowledge of what chance will bring, or time travelers who have witnessed the outcome of coin tosses to come, then patches of the past are enough tainted with futurity so that historical information about them may well seem inadmissible” (Lewis 1980 p. 274). 

Meacham (2010) presented an argument against the possibility of crystal balls. I will critically discuss his argument in section 5 and argue that there are in fact many crystal balls in our world. We all know them: they are described by the “special sciences”. 
In any case, it seems that in the absence of crystal balls, Lewis would be willing to accept the AHIT as always true (and as noted, Hall, Meacham and others explicitly do so). Why did he find the AHIT so attractive? 
The reason, I believe, does not steam from Lewis’ commitment to a specific theory of chance. Rather it lays in the conceptual role Lewis took the PP to play. Lewis took the PP to express all “that we know about chance” (Lewis, 1980. P. 266). Whatever chance is, Lewis believed, it must make the PP a principle of rationality. Our concept of chance, according to Lewis, is a concept of a feature of reality that plays the role the PP assigns to chance. Indeed, for Lewis, a restriction on any theory of chance is that it must explain why the PP is a principle of rationality (see his discussion in Lewis 1994). 
Lewis’ acceptance of the AHIT should, I believe, be understood in a similar way. It is clear that without an operational characterization of a large family of propositions which are admissible, there is no conceptual role that can be ascribed to chance via the PP. To say that the PP does capture the conceptual role chance plays is to commit oneself to some such a characterization (and, as was explained in the previous section, some propositions must be taken to be inadmissible in order for the PP to be consistent). Lewis thought that in our world this characterization is partly captured by the AHIT. 
This is, I believe, why Lewis argued (in the quote above) that the existence of crystal balls might make propositions about the past “seem inadmissible”. It is clear from his discussion that he did not only take historical information in worlds in which there are crystal balls to seem inadmissible but that he also took them to actually be inadmissible: they are inadmissible because, in such worlds, they seem inadmissible. 
In such worlds, the PP captures the conceptual role chance plays using a different set of propositions which are always admissible, not using the set of all propositions that carry only historical information.  
However, in our world – Lewis’ thought was – the PP does capture the conceptual role chance play using the AHIT. Lewis (implicitly) supported this claim using an example of a coin which you are certain is fair (i.e. you are certain that its chance to fall Heads is 0.5). Lewis wrote:
“...you have plenty of seemingly relevant evidence tending to lead you to expect that the coin will fall heads. This coin is known to have a displaced center of mass, it has been tossed 100 times before with 86 heads, and many duplicates of it have been tossed thousands of times with about 90% heads. Yet you remain quite sure, despite all this evidence, that the chance of heads this time is 50%. To what degree should you believe the proposition that the coin falls heads this time?”  
Answer. Still 50%. Such evidence is relevant to the outcome by way of its relevance to the proposition that the chance of heads is 50%, not in any other way. If the evidence somehow fails to diminish your certainty that the coin is fair, then it should have no effect on the distribution of credence about outcomes that accords with that certainty about chance. To the extent that uncertainty about outcomes is based on certainty about their chances, it is a stable, resilient sort of uncertainty-new evidence won't get rid of it.” (Lewis 1980, pp. 265-6).

Notice that Lewis does not present in this quote an argument for the application of the AHIT he describes. He just states it. This is so; it should be clear by now, since Lewis took this example to be a paradigmatic example of our everyday use of the concept of chance. To the extent that some feature of reality plays the role of chance in this example, the application of the AHIT Lewis employs must be valid on conceptual grounds. 
I do not disagree with Lewis about his use of the AHIT in this example. I do, however, believe that not all applications of the AHIT are equally self-evident. 
In order to convincingly argue against Lewis that in our world the AHIT is sometimes false (i.e. that there are crystal balls in our world) I must, then, demonstrate that in our world there are instances of historical information which is intuitively inadmissible. I will do this now.
Inadmissible historical information
Let E be a proposition that describes some future event. Let E* be a proposition of the form “the chance of E at time t is x”. Let M be a proposition that describes some past event (i.e. an event prior to t) that intuitively explains E. Let c(.) be the credence function of a rational agent at time t.

Epistemic relevancy of explanations (ERE): there are some cases in which 
                                                                   
                                                               c(M|E*) < c(M|E*E)

ERE demands that in some cases learning that some event, E, has occurred makes a rational agent raises the credence he attaches to some past event, M, occurring (i.e. to an explanation of E), even if the agent already learned what the chance of E was just before its occurrence (i.e. at a time later than the time in which M has occurred). 

Example 1: the conditional credence I attach to “Bob intended – a second ago - to open the window” given that Bob will actually open the window is higher than the unconditional credence I attach to this proposition and this is so even if I already learned the chance of Bob opening the window (now). In other words, Bob actually opening the window is more indicative of Bob’s intention to open the window than the proposition that there is some positive – but possibly very low – chance of Bob opening the window (the chance of Bob opening the window can be low, for example, either because Bob did not intend to open the window and there is a low chance that Bob will do it involuntarily, or because Bob did intend to open the window but there is a high chance that Bill the Bully will not let him open the window. Learning that Bob actually opened the window clearly indicates that there was an intention on Bob’s behalf). 

The example demonstrates that there are cases in which giving up on the ERE (i.e. denying the claim that the epistemic state described in the example is rational) is extremely unintuitive. However, it is straightforward to see that the ERE is inconsistent with the AHIT.   

Proof:  c(M|E*E) =  =  =  
However, if the AHIT holds and c(E|E*) = c(E|E*M)
  = c(M|E*).
Thus,
c(M|E*E) = c(M|E*) contrary to the ERE. 

In words: if learning that Bob opened the window is more indicative to his intention to open the window than that there is a certain (high or low) chance that he will open the window, then Bob’s intending to open the window is inadmissible to Bob actually opening the window. 
It is clear, then, that either the ERE or the AHIT must go. Now, here is what I would like to argue: since the original motivation for adopting the AHIT is the intuitive appeal of its role in a characterization of the conceptual status of the concept of chance and since in the example the AHIT intuitively does not play this role, the conclusion must be that it is the AHIT that has to go​[4]​. 
I do argue that but arguing only that is not enough. The situation is a bit trickier here. When I look at the ERE applied to our example my intuition strongly supports accepting it. However, I must admit that when I look at the AHIT applied to our example my intuition also support accepting it. 
My degree of belief that Bob intended to open the window given that there was a chance of 0.01 that he will does intuitively seem to me to be much lower than my degree of belief that Bob intended to open the window given that there was a chance of 0.01 that he will and that he will actually open the window. But, at the same time, I find the demand to fix my degree of belief that Bob will open the window given that there is a chance of 0.01 that he will and that he intended a second ago to open the window on 0.01 highly intuitive.
My intuitions conflicts. Now, I have argued that since the ERE must be true (based on the example), the AHIT cannot be true. However, one can make the opposite inference. One can argue that since the AHIT must be true, the ERE cannot be true​[5]​. Both alternatives – rejecting the AHIT and endorsing the ERE and vice versa - are consistent. 
In order to convincingly argue for rejecting the AHIT while endorsing the ERE it is not enough for me to point to how unintuitive rejecting the ERE is. I must also explain why the intuition that supports accepting the AHIT is misleading. Part of my explanation will be presented only in the next section, but the general strategy can be presented now.
My explanation begins with a diagnosis for why we find the AHIT so intuitive. Here it is: we tend to think about chance as something like “degrees of belief of a perfectly rational and maximally informed agent”. Since such an agent will not ignore relevant information such as “Bob intended a second ago to open the window” when forming his beliefs about the prospects of Bob opening the window, we let the chance “screen off” the effect of learning that Bob intended a second ago to open the window.
This way of thinking about chance is actually explicitly adopted by Ned Hall (1994 and 2004) and others (see footnote 7 in Hall 1994 for example). Hall writes: "Why should chance guide credence? Because-as far as its epistemic role is concerned-chance is like an expert in whose opinions about the world we have complete confidence. Let us imagine that chance just is the credence of such an expert, called "the Oracle". Since the Oracle's credence is ideal, we should like our own to match hers "(Hall 1994, p. 551). 
I tend to agree that if Hall is right and chance is like an expert in whose opinions about the world we have complete confidence, the AHIT should hold. I do not, however, agree with Hall that chance is always like such an expert. In the next section I will argue that although chance must be like such an expert when it comes to some types of propositions, chance cannot be like such an expert regarding all types of propositions. 
Thus, although the AHIT does seem intuitive, in some cases this intuition is misleading and the reason for that is that it is based on a wrong understanding of the concept of chance.
Before presenting my argument for this last claim, Notice that the inadmissible proposition in the example (that Bob intended to open the window) can serve as an explanation for the proposition it is inadmissible for (that Bob will actually open the window). In fact, prior to learning whether Bob will open the window (but possibly after learning the chance that Bob will open the window) the agent can be certain that Bob’s intention to open the window will serve as an explanation for Bob opening the window, in case Bob will open the window. The agent is just uncertain whether there will be anything to explain (i.e. whether Bob will open the window).
More importantly, if (as I argued) Bob’s intention to open the window is inadmissible to “Bob will open the window” then Bob’s intention can serve as a contrastive explanation for why Bob opened the window rather than not. Suppose I learned that the chance of Bob opening the window is very low. Then Bob opens the window. This, of course, is a surprise so it is natural to ask: why did Bob open the window even though there was a very low chance that he will? “because he intended to” seems like a good answer to this question. 
This is so, however, only under the assumption that Bob’s intention is inadmissible to Bob’s act. If Bob’s intention is admissible to Bob’s act then it cannot teach me anything about Bob’s act above what it teaches me about the chance of Bob acting in a certain way. Thus, the answer “because he intended to” does not seem appropriate: Bob’s intention does not explain why Bob opened the window rather than not even though there was a low chance that he will, because Bob’s intention contains information about Bob’s act only through the information it contains about the chance of Bob’s act.
However, inadmissible information does teach a rational agent something about a proposition not through what it teaches him about the chance of this proposition. Thus, if Bob’s intention is inadmissible to Bob’s act, it can explain why Bob opened the window even though there was a low chance that he will. Since intuitively it does explain that, intuitively it is inadmissible to “Bob will open the window”.   
Now, notice that Bob’s intention – if it is, as argued, inadmissible to Bob's action - is a kind of a crystal ball: it is an event that contains information about the future outcome of a chancy event. However, this information seems intuitively to be exactly the kind of information needed in order to explain the outcome of the chancy event, in case it will occur. 
To better demonstrate this, consider the two following examples (structurally identical to example 1):

Example 2:
My conditional degree of belief, at 9:01, in "there was a cloud in the sky a minute ago", given "it will rain at 9:10 and the chance – now – that it will rain at 9:10 is x" is higher than my conditional degree of belief in "there was a cloud in the sky a minute ago" given only "the chance that it will rain at 9:10 is x". This is intuitively so since under the assumption that it will actually rain at 9:10, it is very likely that there was a cloud in the sky a minute ago (even if that was a cloud with low chances of dropping rain). However, only under the assumption that there is a low chance for rain, it is unlikely that there was a cloud in the sky. 

Example 3:
My conditional degree of belief in "Bob is a much more experiences Backgammon player than Ann" given "Bob will win the game and the chance – now – that Bob will win is x" equals my conditional degree of belief in "Bob is a much more experiences Backgammon player than Ann" given only "the chance that Bob will win the game is x". 
 
While in example 3 the two conditional probabilities seem intuitively to be equal, in – the structurally equivalent – example 2 they seem intuitively to be different of each other. What is the difference between the examples? 
Well, while in example 2 the proposition "there was a cloud in the sky a minute ago" intuitively explains the proposition "it will rain at 9:10" even under the assumption that at 9:01 there was a chance of x for it to rain at 9:10, in example 3 the proposition "Bob is a much more experienced player" does not explain "Bob will win" under the assumption that just before the game ended Bob had a chance of x to win the game. 
Thus, it seems that a proposition's inadmissibility with respect to another proposition and its explanatory power with respect to that proposition are closely related.       
In this section I argued for the un-intuitiveness of a mathematical implication of the AHIT. In the previous section I explained that such un-intuitiveness is problematic since the supposed justifications of the AHIT exactly is that it intuitively enables the PP to perform its role. Thus, together the conclusions of the two sections constitute an argument against the AHIT. However, I did not supply an explanation for what makes historical information inadmissible, in cases it is. As explained, supplying such an explanation will make my argument against the AHIT even stronger. In order to explain why historical information can be inadmissible we must turn to specific explications of “chance”. In the next section I will argue that adopting “best system” explications of chance (such as Lewis’ 1994 own theory or Carl Hoefer’s 2007 version) can explain the inadmissibility of historical information.

The best system explication of chance and inadmissible historical information
According to both Lewis and Hoefer the chance of an event is the chance the best chance system of the world attaches to this event. Although there are several important differences between Hoefer’s version and Lewis’ original one, they should not concern us at this point. 
Instead of committing myself to a specific “best system” account and describing it in length, it might be better to demonstrate the way my explanation for the failure of the AHIT works using a simple example to which both accounts will give approximately the same treatment. 
Consider a (very simple) world in which, at every point in time, the universe can be in one of two possible states, 1 or 0. Suppose in this world there are only 20 discrete points in time. Finally suppose this world can be described using the following finite sequence of zeros and ones. 
00110000001110101100
In this world, at the first point in time event of type 0 occurs, at the second point in time event of type 0 occurs again, at the third point in time event of type 1 occurs and so on. Let us call events which are the state of the universe at each point in time, basic events.
The sequence above is, we stipulated, a full description of the world. A chance system of this world is a set of claims (that can be, of course, encoded as another sequence of 0s and 1s) of the following form: “at ti the chance of event E is x” that obeys the Kolmogorov axioms​[6]​. A full chance system of the world is a chance system of the world such that for every ti and for every event, E (not only basic events but also events which are unions and intersections of basic events), there is a x such that the claim “at ti the chance of event E is x” follows from the system.       
A full chance system of the world is trivial if all the chance values it assigns to events are either 0 or 1 and is nontrivial if the chance value it attaches to at least one event is strictly higher than 0 and lower than 1. Lewis only deals with nontrivial systems that assign at each point in time a trivial chance value to any event prior to that point in time and I will follow him in that (the last assumption - that the chance of any past event is trivial - is explicitly rejected by Hoefer 2007 but I do not need to relax this assumption in order to make my point).   
The best system of this world is, according to both Lewis and Hoefer, a system of this world that has the best balance between strength, simplicity and fit. Obviously, a lot hangs on the questions of what constitutes the right measures of strength, fit and simplicity and on what constitutes the right “balance” between the three. Neither Lewis nor Hoefer presented accurate answers to these questions​[7]​. However, I think in the context of our simple example it will be fair to say that both of them will take the “strength” of any system of the simple world we are considering to go roughly with “how close” the system is to the ideal of being a full system (i.e. of assigning a chance value to all events); “simplicity” goes roughly with the length of the system and “fit” goes roughly with “how close” the chance values the system assigns to different events are to the actual relative frequencies of these events.
In order to demonstrate how historical information can be inadmissible it will be convenient to restrict our attention only to full systems. This will allow us to examine more freely the trade-off between fitness and simplicity.
Obviously, the fittest full system of our world is the system that assigns, at each point in time, a chance of 1 to any event if it occurs and a chance 0 if it does not. This system is, however, not very simple. A simpler full system of our world will assign to some future events non-trivial chance values.  
Consider first T0, a very simple system of our world. T0 assigns, at each point in time, a probability for a future basic event to be of type i (when i is either 0 or 1) which is equal to the actual relative frequency of basic events of type i in the sequence. 
Let us use the notation Etji for “the basic event that occurs at tj is of type i” (when i is either 0 or 1). Let Pti(.) be the chance function according to T0 at ti (of course, the chance values T0, or any  other system, assigns to every event may change at different points in time). 
At each point in time:
For any y ≥ 1:
Pti(Eti+y1) = 2/5
Pti(Eti+y0) =  3/5
And for every i,j ε {0,1}
Pti(Eti+y+1i| Eti+yj) =  Pti(Eti+y+1i) 
Here is the full description of our world again: 
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I leave it to the reader to verify that I have constructed T0 correctly. 
Although T0 is a very simple system, it is not very fit. It might be the case that the best system of our simple world is a little less simple though a little fitter. Consider, for example, T1 which is the system that we get by equating the probability of the next basic event to be of type i, at each point in time in which the basic event is of type j, to the actual relative frequency of “i”s after “j”s which are not the last event in the sequence.
(The addition in Italics in the previous sentence is necessary, since after the last event in the sequence comes no other event. Thus, we can look instead, on the relative frequency of “i”s after “j”s which are not the last event in the sequence). 
In our case, this is what we get:
Let Q(.) be the chance function according to T1.
For any y ≥ 1:
              At each point in time in which the basic event is of type 1:
Qti(Eti+10)= 0.5 = Pti(Eti+y+10| Eti+y1)
Qti(Eti+11)= 0.5 = Pti(Eti+y+11| Eti+y1)
At each point in time in which the basic event is of type 0:
Qti(Eti+10) = 7/11 = Pti(Eti+y+10| Eti+y0)
               Qti(Eti+11) = 4/11 =  Pti(Eti+y+11| Eti+y0)
Here is the full description of our world again:
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At any point in time in which the basic event is of type 1, Qti(Eti+10) = 0.5 is true, for example, because in our sequence there are eight 1s (and none of them is the last event in the sequence) and after four of them there is another 1. 
At any point in time in which the basic event is 0, Qti(Eti+10) = 7/11 is true because in our sequence there are eleven 0s which are not the last event in the sequence (there are 12 0s overall, but one of them is the last event in the sequence) and after seven of them there is another 0. 
The best system of our world might be fitter but less simple than T1 (this depends on the exact way in which the balance between fitness and simplicity is constituted), but for our demonstration we can assume that T1 is the best theory of our world, as the point I am trying to push can be made using any non-trivial system.
The point is, actually, very simple. Even in the very simple world we are considering there are many regularities not captured by T1 (or any other non-trivial system). For example, after any sequence of the form 001, the next basic event is 1. Thus, although at the third point in time, for example, Qt3(Et41)= 0.5, an agent that assigns, at t3, a credence of 1 to the event Et41 will – others things being equal -  get his credence values “closer to the truth” (regarding the basic event at t4) than an agent who assigns at t3 a credence of 0.5 to this event. Such an agent must take, at each point in time, ti, events of the form Eti-20∩ Eti-10∩ Eti1 to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+11, i.e. he must violate the AHIT​[8]​. What can be a plausible ground for arguing that such an agent is irrational? 
The agent is not irrational in the sense of violating either the Kolmogorov axioms or the PP (i.e. the original version of the PP that includes the admissibility clause) and he does adopt a credence distribution which is “closer” to the actual relative frequencies in the world. It is, of course, true that the agent does not know that this is the case. Thus, one might argue, there seems to be no good reason for him to take events of the form Eti-20∩ Eti-10∩ Eti1 to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+11. This might be true but the important point is that the agent does not have any good reason not to take such events to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+11. Thus, it seems that rationality allows (but certainly does not dictate) treating events of the form Eti-20∩ Eti-10∩ Eti1 to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+11. 
Furthermore, an agent might gain – through inductive inference - good reasons to take certain kind of (historical) events to be inadmissible to (future) events of another kind. To the extent that inductive inferences can give an agent good reasons to adopt a certain degree of belief in a given (either full of partial) chance system, it can also give the agent good reasons to treat a certain class of propositions as inadmissible to some other class of propositions (more on this point in the next section)​[9]​.   
It will be useful to explicitly state a possible flawed objection to my treatment of the example in this section. One might argue that it was wrong of me to assume that T1 is the best system of the world since it must be the case that the best system of the world assigns at t3 a probability of 1 to Et41. In other words, the objection is that given that there is at least one proposition, A, which should (or could rationally) be taken to be inadmissible to another proposition, B, relative to some chance system, Ti, there is another system, Tj which is better that Ti. This system is, so the objection goes, the system that agrees with the credence distribution of an agent who takes Ti to be the best system of the world and treats A as inadmissible to B.  
In order to see what is wrong with this objection, let us go back to our example and let us assume (with the objection) that the best system of the world, let us call it T2, assigns to any event a chance value which is equal to the credence value a rational agent that takes T1 to be the best chance system of the world but also takes events of the form Eti-20∩ Eti-10∩ Eti1 to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+11 would assign to it. 
T2 is, no doubt, fitter than T1, but it is also less simple as it adds some qualifications to T1. Now, it surely might be the case that the best system of the world is less simple (but fitter) than T1, but the point is that the best system of the world is not the fittest system (i.e. the system that assigns at each point in time a chance of 1 to any event that occurs and a chance 0 to any event that does not). Thus, whatever the best system is, a rational agent can “do better” (in terms of fittness) than the best system by taking some historical events to be inadmissible to some future events.
To demonstrate, note that T2 still misses some regularities in our simple world. Here is the description of our world again: 
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For example, at each point in time, ti, in which it is true that Eti-20∩ Eti-10∩ Eti1 it is also true that Eti+30. Thus, a rational agent can still “gain” in terms of fitness by setting, at t5 and at t13, 
c(Eti+10|T2∩ Eti-21∩ Eti-30∩ Eti-40) = 1 
i.e. by taking events of the form Eti-21∩ Eti-30∩ Eti-40 to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+10, relative to T2. 
Notice that, unlike the case of events of the form Eti-20∩ Eti-10∩ Eti1 which can be rationally taken to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+11 relative to T1, events of the form 
Eti-21∩Eti-30∩Eti-40 can be rationally taken to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+10 relative to T2, even though the type of events T2 was designed to be the fittest with regards to which do not supervene on them (in the following sense: while events of the form Eti-2i∩ Eti-1j∩ Etik determine events of the form Etik, events of the form Eti-2i∩ Eti-3j∩ Eti-4s do not determine events of the form Etik). Thus, my explanation for the failure of the AHIT does not hold only in cases in which the type of events the best system of the world is designed to deal with supervene on the type of inadmissible historical events which are responsible for the failure of the AHIT. 
The explanation offered here for the failure of the AHIT is very simple: as long as the best system of the world in non-trivial, for any given level of simplicity, there are some regularities in the world that the best system does not capture and these regularities can justify taking some historical events to be inadmissible. 
Although the explanation is very simple it sheds new light on the role the admissibility clause plays in the PP. Since a chance system must obey the laws of probability, holding the levels of simplicity and strength of the system constant, a chance system cannot be “the fittest” with respect to all types of events. It must “choose” the type of events regarding which it seeks to be the fittest​[10]​. Whatever this type of events is, there is another type of events regarding which there is another system which is fitter than the best system of the world. 
The admissibility clause enables rational agents to overcome this limitation of chance systems. While the level of simplicity of a chance system has a constitutive role in what makes or does not make it the best system of the world, it plays no such role in what makes a given credence distribution a rational (or irrational) one. While the “goodness” of chance systems is sensitive to how simple they are, the rationality of credence functions is not. Simplicity is a theoretical virtue, it is not a virtue for rational agents. A rational agent should never give up on the accuracy of his degrees of belief in order to make his credence function simpler. He should, that is, use all the information available to him, even if this means taking more events in the algebra over which his credence function is defined to be probabilistically dependent. 
The admissibility clause enables rational agents to do just this. It allows them to use information that the best system of the world ignores for the sake of simplicity. This explains how historical information can be inadmissible, i.e. it explains how past events can teach a rational agent something about future events not through what they teach him about the chances of these future events. They can do that by giving the agent information about the future which is ignored by the best system and thus is not reflected in the chances of future events.
This also explains why it is wrong to understand chance (or chance's epistemic role) in the way Hall suggested (i.e. as an expert). An expert's credence function should always be based on all the information available. Thus, when it comes to (a maximally informed about the past) expert it makes sense to let the expert's opinions "screen-off" the evidential support of past propositions. However, unlike experts, chance values are constituted in a way which always ignores some information. When an agent has good reasons to suspect that he has stumbled upon such information, he is rationally permitted (and plausibly required) to use it.  
This concludes my positive argument for the possibility of violations of the AHIT. In the next section I will argue against a possible objection to my account, presented by Meacham (forthcoming). 
Meacham’s argument against autonomous chances
The explanation suggested in the previous section for the failure of the AHIT, is closely related to a claim made my Hoefer in his 2007 paper. Hoefer argues in his paper that different physical set-ups may give rise to different chance values. Very roughly the idea is that as long as a given physical set up produces a sequence of events in which a stable regularity that is best characterize using a chance system is observed, it is justified to assign the chances – according to this characterization – the name “chance”. 
At the end of his paper Hoefer discusses a situation in which a rational agent knows the chance of some macro-level event (such as a train arriving at the station at some time) according to both the best system of chance (which is constructed – this is Hoefer’s assumption – to be the fittest system regarding micro-level events) and some high-order system that assigns a chance value to the macro-level event according to some regularity in the macro-level set-up (such that the set-up that consists of all the arrivals of the train to the station):
 Suppose God whispers in one ear the macro-level chance, based on the entire history of 9:37 trains in my town, while a Laplacean demon who calculates the micro-derived chance whispers it in your other ear. Which should you use? Common
wisdom among philosophers of science suggests that it must be the micro-derived chance... But on the contrary, I want to suggest that it could be the macro-derived chance that better deserves to guide credence. How could this be?  (Hoefer 2007, p.592).

Hoefer’s answer to the question he poses is the following:

The micro-level chances are what they are because they best systematize the patterns of outcomes of micro-level chance setups, such as quantum state transitions...  But that entails nothing about what will happen for train arrivals. The micro-theory of chances in the Best System gets the frequencies right for micro-level
events (and reasonable-sized conjunctions and disjunctions of them), to a good approximation, over the entire mosaic. This simply does not entail that the micro-theory must get the frequencies right for sets of distinct one-off setups, each being a horribly complex conjunction of micro events... (Hoefer 2007, p. 593).

Hoefer goes on to generalize this conclusion:
              
              There are chance-making patterns at various ontological levels. Nothing makes the  
              patterns in one level automatically dominate over those at another; at whatever 
              level, the chances that can best play the PP role are those that count as the ‘real’ 
              objective probabilities. (Hoefer 2007, ibid)    

It is easy to spot the similarities between Hoefer’s argument and the one presented in the previous section. As the best system of the world, Tbest, is designed to be the fittest regarding a given type of events, and as it must keep its level of simplicity relatively high, there will always be some other type of events regarding which the best system is inferior, in terms of fitness, to another chance system, Talternative. A rational agent, it seems natural to argue, should use the chance system that best fit the type of events he is considering to guide his credence, not the best system overall.  
It seems clear to me, however, that if this is right, then the conclusion of the previous section must hold: a rational agent must sometimes (i.e. when he assigns a relatively high credence to Talternative) equate his conditional credence in some proposition, P, given that the chance of P (according to Tbest) is x and some other proposition, E, (which is a proposition of the type regarding which Talternative is the fittest system) to the chance of P given E according to Talternative, not to x. Thus, if all of this is correct, the PP can be taken to be a principle of rationality only if in such a case, E is taken to be inadmissible to P. 
Hoefer does not explicitly adopt this conclusion in his paper. In a puzzling footnote he writes: “It may be that our two posited chances are such that admissibility considerations rule out the use of one, if the other is known, as we saw in the breast cancer case. But it is not clear to me that this must happen in general” (Hoefer 2007, footnote 35, my italics). I do not see, though, how it is possible to reject my conclusion, while accepting Hoefer’s conclusion and taking the PP as a principle of rationality.
In a recent paper, Meacham seems to agree with this last claim. He, however, takes it as an argument against the claim that sometimes it is Talternative that should guide a rational agent’s credence. More generally, Meacham argues against the possibility of what he calls “autonomous chances”, i.e. chance values which are objective but nevertheless different from the chance values the best system of the world assigns to events. Meacham’s mentioned two different accounts of autonomous chances, which steam from different motivations.
The first account is that of Callender and Cohen (2010) that want to establish the independence of the special sciences from physics and so suggest an account of laws and chances for the special sciences which can be autonomous from those of physics. The second account is Hoefer’s one (which has a more general motivation).
Meacham’s attack on both these accounts is based on what he calls “the conflict problem”: 

Chances are generally taken to place constraints on rational belief. All else being equal, if you know the chance of some event is 1/2, then your credence in that event should be 1/2. But if we have multiple autonomous chance theories, it seems like these different chance theories could impose conﬂicting constraints on rational belief. Call this the Conﬂicts Problem. (Meacham forthcoming, p. 2)

It is easy to see that “the conflict problem” just is Hoefer’s conclusion. Meacham agrees with me that one potential way of “solving” the conflict problem is to take advantage of the admissibility clause in the PP, but rules this possibility out as unsatisfactory. Meacham writes:

it’s worth mentioning why one tempting way of modifying the chance-credence principle in order to avoid problematic prescriptions – adding an admissibility  clause... doesn’t look promising.  This kind of proposal faces all three of the challenges sketched above – precisely charactarizing the resulting principle     (and the notion of admissibility it employs), showing that the resulting principle avoids conﬂicts, and addressing motivational questions regarding the principle and the chances it employs. (Meacham forthcoming, p.16).       

In the paper he only discusses, however, the third challenge. His argument is the following. Adding an admissibility clause to the PP must be motivated in the following sense: it must be shown that adding the admissibility clause to the PP is required in order for the PP to perform its role as the principle that captures the conceptual role “chance” plays. As should be clear from the discussion in section 2, I am sympathetic to this demand.
As mentioned, Meacham thinks that the admissibility clause is motivated in this sense when it comes to Lewis’ first formulation of the PP. According to Meacham, the role of the admissibility clause in Lewis’ first formulation is to make the second formulation of the PP (which neatly captures – according to Meacham - the conceptual role of “chance” and does not contain an admissibility clause) identical to the first formulation. 
However, Meacham argues, an inclusion of an admissibility clause in Lewis’ second formulation of the PP is unmotivated since the second formulation neatly captures the conceptual role chance plays. To support this claim Meacham considers several potential worries one might have concerning Lewis’ second formulation of the PP that might motivate adding an admissibility cause to it and rules them out. One of these potential worries is the following one: 

         The other potential worry one might have is that the Principal Principle is too strong   without an admissibility clause... In  particular, one might think that in ‘crystal balls’ cases, where (say) an agent get evidence about the outcomes of future events, her credence should not line up with the chances... (Meacham forthcoming, p.17)

Meacham’s answer to this worry has a few steps, but for our discussion it is enough to concentrate on one of them (which is the one I reject). Suppose there are “infallible” crystal balls, argues Meacham, and let us imagine a rational agent that knows the best system of the world and also knows that a given crystal ball says that some future event, E, to which the best system of the world assigns some non-trivial chance, x, will occur. Still the agent needs, argues Meacham, evidence that the given crystal ball is indeed infallible. Now, since the best system of the world tells the agent that the chance of E is x, the agent clearly has no evidence that the crystal ball is infallible and so he should ignore its predictions and set his credence in E to be equal to x. 
Here is Meacham’s again:

            Suppose the crystal ball infallibly indicates that A will occur... Then either the agent’s total evidence TK entails A, or it doesn’t. If TK doesn’t entail A, then the agent shouldn’t heed the crystal ball’s predictions are correct, since her total evidence doesn’t give her reason to think the crystal ball’s predictions are correct. So she should line up her credences with the chances, just as the Principal Principle says.  

There is, however, a gap in the argument: How does it follow from “TK doesn’t entail A” that the agent’s total evidence “doesn’t give her reason to think the crystal ball’s predictions are correct”? Suppose, for example, a given crystal ball has given only accurate predictions in the past, including in cases in which it predicted an occurrence of an event to which the (known) best system of the world assigned a very low chance. In such a case the agent’s total evidence does not entail the infallibility of the crystal ball, but the agent does seem to have a good reason to think the crystal ball’s predictions are correct. 
Meacham’s thought, I take it, was that to the extant the agent does have such good reasons they must be reflected in the chances the best system of the world assigns to the events predicted by the crystal balls. However, as we saw in the previous section, this is not necessarily true as the best system of the world cannot be the fittest system regarding all types of events. There will always be some type of events that exhibit some regularity, which is not reflected in the chances according to the best system. It might be the case that our agent will notice this regularity and if he does, it will be irrational of him to ignore it when setting his degrees of beliefs. The examples in section 3 shows that such cases are in fact not very rare in our world. 
Thus, contrary to Meacham’s position, there seem to be a clear motivation for including an admissibility clause in Lewis’ second formulation of the PP: without such a clause, the second formulation is false. The sense in which it is false is that it does not accurately characterize the conceptual role “chance” plays. It is just not true that our concept of chance demands that after learning that the chance (now) of Bob opening the window is 0.001, learning that Bob will actually open the window is not evidence that Bob intended to open the window (a few seconds ago).
The discussion in the previous section shed further light on the motivation for including an admissibility clause in the PP. As was argued, the admissibility clause is needed in order to enable a rational agent overcome the limitations the simplicity consideration put on the best system of the world. While the best system of the world must give up on some of its fitness in order to gain in terms of simplicity, a rational agent’s credence function is not bound under this demand. The admissibility clause is what allows a rational agent to overcome this limitation of the best system of the world. Now, this motivation for an inclusion of an admissibility clause holds under both formulations of the PP, not only under the first one.
Notice also that while Meacham took the second formulation of the PP to be the more fundamental one and argued that the role of the admissibility clause is only to make the first formulation equivalent to the second, in his original paper, Lewis presented the conceptual relation between the two formulations the other way round. Lewis took the first formulation to truly capture “all that we know about chance” (Lewis 1980, p. 266) and introduced the second formulation (while being explicitly open to the idea that the two formulations are not equivalent due to the possible failure of the  AHIT) only as a principle which is “easier to use” (Lewis 1980, p.277). Lewis also took the second formulation to enjoy “less direct intuitive support than the original formulation” (Lewis ibid).
I agree with Lewis that it is the first formulation that best captures the way we use the concept of chance both in our everyday uses and in scientific discourses. The second formulation is much less intuitive and the reason for that is that it is false: it assumes the AHIT which rules out some intuitive judgements we have regarding chancy events. The first formulation, however, needs an admissibility clause in order to be consistent. As explained in section 1, since this is so we must find a way to at least partly characterize the set of admissible propositions (to a given proposition). I have argued that the AHIT is not the right characterization to use, but I did not offer an alternative characterization (thus I have not provided answers to Meacham’s first and second challenges). I intend to do that elsewhere. 
Now, although chances are against me (judging by the current acceptance rate in philosophy journals), in case I will succeed in doing that, my intention will serve as a contrastive explanation for my offering such a characterization rather than not. Since this is so, my intention is (now) inadmissible to my actually doing so sometime in the future. Thus, my degree of belief that I will is pretty high. There is nothing irrational in that.        
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^1	  See Percival 2000 for a good discussion of Lewis’ position.
^2	  Lewis was well aware of this point. He wrote: “The power of the Principal Principle depends entirely on how much is admissible. If nothing is admissible it is vacuous.  If everything is admissible it is inconsistent” (Lewis, 1980, p. 272).
^3	  In this paper I do not discuss Lewis’ “new principal principle” or any of the other attempts to solve “the big bad bug” as none of these attempts is relevant to my argument. 
^4	  It is important to emphasise that the example only aims at showing that in some cases the AHIT is unintuitive, not that it is false. However, as explained, the only justification for the AHIT is its intuitiveness as a restriction on the PP that helps it perform its role as a characterization of the conceptual role of chance.     
^5	  I thank Matthew Cotzen for this formulation of the dilemma. 
^6	  It is straightforward to see that this characterization of chance systems is identical to the one Lewis’ used and that was mentioned in section 2: a conjunction of conditionals from complete histories up to a time to a chance value for an event after that time. 
^7	  Maybe except with regards to “fitness” in which more precision can be found. Lewis understood fitness in the following way: “the chance of that course of history will be higher according to some systems than according to others” (Lewis 1994, p.480). Elga (2004) argues that this is not a satisfactory way to understand fitness and suggested an alternative explication that Hoefer (2007) adopts. My treatment of fitness is consistent with both approaches, as I will only apply the concept to our very simple world in which the disagreements between the two explications of “fitness” are mute.
^8	  Explicating the term “closer to the truth” here might prove to be a tricky business, but it seems to me obvious that any plausible explication of the term must take a credence distribution (at t3) that obeys the PP with respect to T1 but takes events of the form Eti-20∩ Eti-10∩ Eti1  to be inadmissible to events of the form Eti+11, to be closer to the truth than a credence distribution that obeys the PP with respect to T1 but does not take these events to be inadmissible. 
^9	  See Smart (2013) for a good discussion of Humean vs. anti-Humean treatments of induction.
^10	  Lewis believed, for example, that this type of events (the type of events with respect to which the fitness of the best theory is measured) is micro-physical events.
